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Abstract: This report presents VLSAT-1 (an acronym for “Very Large Boolean SATisfiability
problems”), the first part of a benchmark suite to be used in scientific experiments and software
competitions addressing SAT-solving issues. VLSAT-1 contains 100 benchmarks of increasing
complexity, proposed in DIMACS CNF format under a permissive Creative Commons license.
These benchmarks have been used by the 2020 International Competition on Model Counting.
Key-words: benchmark suite, Boolean satisfiability problem, data set, DIMACS CNF, Nested-
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Le jeu de tests VLSAT-1
Résumé : VLSAT-1 (acronyme anglais de “très grands problèmes de satisfaisabilité booléenne”)
est le premier volet d’une suite de tests destinée aux expérimentations scientifiques et aux com-
pétitions de logiciels pour la résolution de problèmes SAT. VLSAT-1 contient 100 tests de com-
plexité croissante, fournis en format DIMACS CNF sous une licence Creative Commons per-
missive. Ces tests ont été utilisés lors de l’édition 2020 de la compétition internationale sur le
comptage de modèles.
Mots-clés : DIMACS CNF, ensemble de données, formule SAT, Nested-Unit Petri Net, NUPN,
problème SAT, réseau de Petri, satisfaisabilité booléenne, suite de tests
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1 Benchmark Description
VLSAT-11 is a collection of 100 SAT formulas, which are listed in Table 1. All these formulas are
satisfiable and have been designed to accept a large number of models. Each formula is provided
as a a separate file, expressed in Conjunctive Normal Form and encoded in the DIMACS-CNF
format2. Each file is then compressed using bzip2 to save disk space and allow faster downloads.
The 100 formulas require 2.1 gigabytes of disk space and 419 megabytes when compressed using
bzip2.
2 Scientific Context
These formulas have been generated as a by-product of our recent work [1] on the decomposition
of Petri nets into networks of automata, a problem that has been around since the early 70s.
Concretely, we developed a tool chain that takes as input a Petri net (which must be ordinary,
safe, and hopefully not too large) and produces as output a network of automata that execute
concurrently and synchronize using shared transitions. Precisely, this network is expressed as
a Nested-Unit Petri Net (NUPN) [4], i.e., an extension of a Petri net, in which places are
grouped into sets (called units) that denote sequential components. A NUPN provides a proper
structuration of its underlying Petri net, and enables formal verification tools to be more efficient
in terms of memory and CPU time. Hence, the NUPN concept has been implemented in many
tools and adopted by software competitions, such the Model Checking Contest3 [7, 6] and the
Rigorous Examination of Reactive Systems challenge4 [5, 8]. Each NUPN generated by our
tool chain is flat, meaning that its units are not recursively nested in each other, and unit-safe,
meaning that each unit has at most one execution token at a time.
Our tool chain works by reformulating concurrency constraints on Petri nets as logical problems,
which can be later solved using third-party software, such as SAT solvers, SMT solvers, and
tools for graph colouring and finding maximal cliques [1]. We applied our approach to a large
collection of more than 12,000 Petri nets from multiple sources, many of which related to indus-
trial problems, such as communication protocols, distributed systems, and hardware circuits. We
thus generated a huge collection of SAT formulas, from which we carefully selected a subset of
100 formulas for VLSAT. Figure 1 shows the scalability of our benchmark suite, which properly
represents the diversity of our experiments.
3 Structure of VLSAT Formulas
Each of our formulas was produced for a particular Petri net. A formula depends on three factors:
• the set P of the places of the Petri net;
• a concurrency relation ‖ defined over P such that p ‖ p′ is the two places p and p′ may
simultaneously have an execution token; and














































































































Table 1: List of VLSAT-1 formulas
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Figure 1: Dispersion of the VLSAT formulas
A formula expresses whether there exists a partition of P into n subsets Pi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) such that,
for each i, and for any two places p and p′ of Pi, p 6= p′ =⇒¬ (p ‖ p′). A model of this formula is
thus an allocation of places into n units, i.e., a valid decomposition of the Petri net. The value of
n is chosen large enough so that the formula is satisfiable, i.e., at least one decomposition exists.
This can also be seen as an instance of the graph coloring problem, in which n colors are to be
used for the graph with vertices defined by the places of P and edges defined by the concurrency
relation.
More precisely, each formula was generated as follows. For each place p and each unit u, we
created a propositional variable xpu that is true iff place p belongs to unit u. We then added
constraints over these variables:
• For each unit u and each two places p and p′ such that p ‖ p′ and #p < #p′, where
#p is a bijection from places names to the interval [1, card (P )], we added the constraint
¬xpu ∨ ¬xp′u to express that two concurrent places cannot be in the same unit.
• For each place p, we could have added the constraint
∨
u xpu to express that p belongs
to at least one unit, but this constraint was too loose and allowed n! similar solutions,
just by permuting unit names. We thus replaced this constraint by a stricter one that
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breaks the symmetry between units: for each place p, we added the refined constraint∨
1≤#u≤min(#p,n) xpu, where #u is a bijection from unit names to the interval [1, n].
Application
The VLSAT-1 benchmarks are licensed under the CC-BY Creative Commons Attribution 4.0
International License5.
Some of the VLSAT-1 formulas have been reused (after some scrambling) in the Instances Track 1
of the Model Counting 2020 Competition [2, 3].
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